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ABSTRACT
This paper presents results from an investigation of
ionospheric delay that might influence GBAS (GroundBased Augmentation System) especially with a focus to
local-scale spatial gradient using the nation-wide dense
GPS network in Japan (GEONET; GPS earth observation

network), which currently consists of about 1,000 GPS
stations with a typical separation of 20 km.
GBAS is a system based on the differential GPS
technique for aircraft precision approach and landing near
and at the airport using C/A pseudorange. In general,
ionospheric delay at user receivers will be removed
simultaneously with the other error sources using
differential correction dataset that is transmitted from a
ground segment of GBAS. However, a large spatial
gradient of ionospheric delay between ground GPS
monitoring station and aircraft is now a major integrity
risk for GBAS because it must protect any users within its
service area anytime from positioning errors greater than
a certain threshold. Therefore, we need to estimate localscale spatial and temporal variation of ionospheric delay
exactly.
To accomplish our purpose, we used ‘Total Electron
Content (TEC) database’ provided by Kyoto University,
Japan. We have already investigated local spatial gradient
for both of S-N (South to North) and W-E (West to East)
directions using TEC observations at co-located 4 stations
within several 10 km along each of S-N and W-E
direction extracted from one-year-data-set in 2001. The
results in S-N gradient were consistent with ‘equatorial
anomaly’ resulting in large TEC gradients toward South
near Japan and W-E gradient represented almost daily
variation [1].
In this paper, we further improved this local-scale
analysis in time resolution and applied it to datasets of the
other years and the other areas in Japan. First, we
examined local spatial gradient with an original time
interval of 30 seconds. Averaged over 10 minutes in order
to reduce noise involved in the old analysis. Secondly, we
applied this improved analysis to datasets of the densest
area in 2001, 2002 and 2003 to examine relation of local
spatial gradient to the ionospheric activity level, which
became weaker. We also analyzed dependency of local
spatial gradient on latitude by comparison of the northern
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with the southern area in Japan. Finally, we investigated a
large spatial gradient event with a sudden TEC variation
over the densest area of GEONET.

INTRODUCTION
GBAS (Ground-Based Augmentation System) is a system
based on the differential GPS technique for aircraft
precision approach and landing near and at the airport
using C/A pseudorange. The ground segment of GBAS
produces correction data for pseudorange, which contains
receiver noise, the ionospheric and tropospheric delays,
and transmits it to aircraft together with parameters
describing uncertainty of the each error source. The
aircraft segment of GBAS receives them and calculates
aircraft position with a protection level (PL), which
represents the confidence level of a final positioning
solution meeting a certain integrity requirement, in real
time. Electronic Navigation Research Institute (ENRI),
Japan has been developing and evaluating GBAS by
performing flight experiments in Japan [2].
Using GBAS, the ionospheric and tropospheric delays
should be removed by applying differential corrections.
However, it was pointed out that a large spatial gradient
in ionospheric delay often produces a significant
positioning error on GBAS through the carrier smoothing
method [3]. Differences of ionospheric delay between
ground station and aircraft that were caused by such a
large spatial ionospheric gradient will be a risk to
integrity of GBAS. Therefore, methods and algorithms for
mitigating these effects on GBAS were examined. For
aircraft monitor to detect large differences between the
code and carrier, a simulation analysis was performed
with an ionospheric delay change model [4]. It is reported
that detection of ionospheric spatial gradient threat for
LAAS using LGF (LAAS Ground Facility) is also
effective through simulation analysis with a moving wave
front model [5]. They also investigated ability of
detection in a case of stationary front and reported that
Long Baseline Monitor (LBM) was able to mitigate
spatial gradient threat in such a case.
We investigated local-scale spatial gradient of ionospheric
delay that might influence GBAS using ‘Total Electro
Contents (TEC) database’ derived from the nation-wide
dense GPS network in Japan (GEONET; GPS earth
observation network), which currently consists of about
1,000 dual-frequency GPS stations. A typical separation
of GEONET stations is about 20 km over the entire Japan
and nearly 10 km in the densest area (See Figure 1).
Because Japan is located in low geomagnetic latitude
region, there are various ionospheric phenomena.
Therefore, it is also important to investigate
characteristics of local-scale spatial gradient observed
over Japan. For example, ‘equatorial anomaly’ is a

phenomenon that is characterized in spatial distribution
with the maximum of electron density at the both of
geomagnetic latitude of 15 N and 15 S. So, it produces a
spatial gradient of ionospheric delay along South to North
direction over Japan. Therefore, a spatial gradient along
S-N direction is directly affected by its activity. In the
southern area in Japan, ‘plasma bubble’ often occurs. It is
an ionospheric phenomenon with a horizontal scale of
about 100 km in the direction of longitude and several
1,000 km in the direction of latitude, respectively. It
produces significant scintillation on GPS signal and a
rapid temporal variation of ionospheric delay [6].
We have already investigated local spatial gradient for
both of South to North (S-N) and West to East (W-E)
directions using TEC observations at co-located 4 stations
within several 10 km along each of S-N and W-E
direction extracted from one-year-data-set in 2001. The
results in S-N gradient were consistent with equatorial
anomaly resulting in large TEC gradients toward South
near Japan and W-E gradient represented almost daily
variation [1].
We further improved this analysis in time resolution and
applied it to datasets of the other years and the other areas
in Japan. First, we will examine local spatial gradient with
an original time interval of 30 seconds although we
averaged it with a time interval of 10 minutes in order to
reduce noise in the past analysis. Secondly, we will apply
this improved analysis to datasets of the densest area in
2001, 2002 and 2003 to examine relation of local spatial
gradients to ionospheric activity level, which became
weaker. Using datasets of the northern and the southern
area (See Figure 1) in 2001, we will also analyze
dependency of local spatial gradient on latitude. Finally,
we investigate a large spatial gradient event with a sudden
TEC variation over the densest area of GEONET.

The
northern
area

The
southern
area

The
densest
area

Figure 1: Configuration of GEONET stations in
2001.
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TEC DATABASE
The Geographical Survey Institute (GSI) of Japan has
arranged and been operating 1,000 over dual-frequency
receivers all over Japan, which is called GEONET.
Although the primary purpose of GEONET is monitoring
and detecting seismic deformation, it is useful for various
geophysical observations, i.e. Precipitable Water Vapor
(PWV) estimated from tropospheric delay, TEC
observation in dual-frequency measurement and so on.
We can estimate ionospheric local-scale spatial gradient
using slant TEC observed at co-located GEONET stations.
However, we cannot directly estimate slant TEC from
observational raw measurement data because of the interfrequency bias problem. Therefore, we have to estimate
inter-frequency biases before investigation of local
ionospheric gradient. Solar-Planetary Electromagnetism
Laboratory (SPEL) of Kyoto University, Japan has
estimated inter-frequency biases for GEONET stations to
obtain slant TEC and has stored them as ‘TEC database’
for recent years. We used slant TEC data that was
provided by TEC database to calculate local spatial
gradient of ionospheric delay. The detail processing to
estimate inter-frequency bias in TEC database is
described in [7]. Then, the slant TEC with a time interval
of 30 seconds was calculated under the assumptions that
the inter-frequency bias was constant during each day and
that ionosphere feature is thin shell model with a height of
400 km. They used only GPS satellite data with elevation
angle of more than 30 degrees at each ionospheric pierce
point. Note that they estimated the inter-frequency bias
for each pair of one satellite and one station.

For local spatial gradient analysis with slant TEC of TEC
database, we should also take account of accuracy of
inter-frequency bias estimated together. Figure 2 shows
average path density on the ionospheric thin shell using
one-day dataset of TEC database, which are normalized to
the maximum. Because GEONET stations in the southern
area (especially in latitude of lower 31 degrees) were
located sparsely in small islands, data number to be used
for estimating inter-frequency bias is few. So, it seems
that accuracy of the estimated inter-frequency biases at
these stations are not so good. Therefore, slant TEC in
such area was not used in this paper although we are
interested in local spatial gradient in the lower magnetic
latitude.
Note that TEC, ionospheric delay and local spatial
gradient are projected in the zenith direction at the
ionospheric pierce point of each slant path and that
ionospheric delay is represented in effect on L1 signal in
this paper.

ESTIMATION OF LOCAL GRADIENT
In this section, we will examine local spatial gradient
analysis with two time intervals. One is the same as the
past analysis with an averaging time interval of 10
minutes. The other is a analysis with an original sampling
interval of 30 seconds. In additionally, we examine a
processing that excludes anomalous data from local
spatial gradient results. Finally, we will define a method
to be used in this paper.
We selected total of 7 stations in the densest area that
could form nearly straight line along each direction in SN and W-E by 4 stations as shown in Figure 3 to estimate
each local spatial gradient in S-N and W-E direction. In
this paper, we call such co-located 4 stations along each
S-N and W-E direction as ‘S-N stations’ and ‘W-E
stations’, respectively. We calculated local spatial
gradient with the linear fitting method using slant TEC of
the same satellite at co-located 4 stations assuming that
slant TEC changed depending on their separations. In this

Figure 2: Normalized average path density on the
ionospheric thin shell for one-day dataset of TEC
database. Note that path density was calculated
with a spatial resolution of 1-degree grid and an
integration time interval of 15 minutes.

Figure 3: We selected total of 7 stations (Red
circles), which could form nearly straight line
along each direction in S-N and W-E by 4
stations of them.
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section, we used one-year dataset of 2001 (ionospheric
activity was maximum) at the S-N and the W-E stations in
the densest area.

Figure 4: Linear fitting residuals in W-E gradient
analysis using slant TEC of one satellite with the
largest elevation angle of more than 60 degrees
for each averaging time interval of 10 minutes.
Gaussian fitting curve is also plotted (Red line).

Figure 5: The same as Figure 4 except for a time
interval of 30 seconds (i.e. without averaging)

Figure 6: The same as Figure 5 except that linear
fitting residuals with a ratio to original
ionospheric delay of more than 10 % is excluded
as anomalous data. Note that each result of all
satellites with elevation angle of more than 60
degrees is counted to the histogram .

First, we discuss on linear fitting residuals to investigate
characteristics of local spatial gradients with two time
intervals. Figure 4 shows histogram of ionospheric delay
residuals in linear fitting analysis for W-E gradient with
an averaging interval of 10 minutes. Then, we used slant
TEC of one GPS satellite with the largest elevation angle
of more than 60 degrees and in common-view at the W-E
stations for each time interval. Note that the residuals
were represented in unit of delay (mm) and that data
number divided for each magnitude with an interval of 2
mm is represented in occurrence probability in %. We
further applied Gaussian curve fitting to histogram with
unknown parameters of the height, center and sigma of
the Gaussian.
We also investigated linear fitting residuals in W-E
gradient analysis with an original time interval of 30
seconds as shown in Figure 5. A width of histogram shape
especially near 0 was smaller in the results without
averaging in comparison with 10-minute-averaging
results. This improvement is also represented in sigma of
Gaussian curve fitting. Therefore, local spatial gradients
that were calculated with an original time interval of 30
seconds seems to contain more detailed and realistic
ionospheric variation.
Next, we further examined a processing to exclude
anomalous data using residuals in linear fitting analysis
with a time interval of 30 seconds. We defined spatial
gradient with a ratio of residual to original ionospheric
delay of more than 10 % as anomalous data. Since data
number of obtained local spatial gradients was reduced
through this exclusion processing, we also calculated
local spatial gradient for each satellite with elevation
angles of more than 60 degrees and in common-view at
W-E stations. The results are shown in Figure 6. Although
sigma of Gaussian fitting curve in Figure 6 is almost same
as Figure 5, large absolute residuals are successfully
excluded in comparison with Figure 5.
In this section, we investigated linear fitting residuals in
W-E gradient analysis with two time intervals and
anomalous data exclusion processing to examine more
suitable calculation method for local spatial gradient
study than the past. We also confirmed that S-N gradient
was almost the same as these W-E results. In the latter
sections, we calculated local spatial gradient with a time
interval of 30 seconds for each satellite with elevation
angle of more than 60 degrees and excluded results with a
ratio of linear fitting residual to original ionospheric delay
of more than 10 % as anomalous data. This new method
seems to be more suitable for investigation of local spatial
gradient than the past analysis, especially in the point that
more detailed temporal variation of ionospheric spatial
gradient should be included in the results.
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Using this processing, we will firstly investigate seasonal
variation of local spatial gradient in the next section.
Secondly, we calculate local spatial gradient using slant
TEC datasets of 2001, 2002 and 2003 in the densest area
to examine relation of local spatial gradient to ionospheric
activity level, which became weaker as year passed. We
will also analyze dependency of local spatial gradient on
latitude using slant TEC datasets at S-N stations in the
both of the northern and the southern area in Japan.

SEASONAL VARIATION OF LOCAL GRADIENT
In this section, we examine seasonal variation of local
spatial gradient using slant TEC dataset at each of the S-N
and the E-W stations in the densest area in 2001. Figure 7
shows ionospheric delay that was calculated based on
slant TEC dataset of S-N gradient analysis. Ionospheric
activity was large in spring and autumn, and small in
winter and summer. To investigate seasonal variations of
local spatial gradients, we defined 4 seasons, which were
winter (DOY of 001-046 and 320-365), spring (047-137),
summer (138-228) and autumn (229-319).
The data number of occurrence times divided for each
magnitude with an interval of 0.08 mm/km for local
spatial gradient in S-N direction was shown in Figure 8.
Each of (a), (b), (c) and (d) represents the result for winter,

Figure 7: Ionospheric delay that was calculated
based on slant TEC dataset of 2001 used for S-N
gradient analysis. A black point indicates an
epoch without slant TEC dataset that satisfies the
conditions in this local spatial gradient analysis.
spring, summer and autumn, respectively. The maximum
and the minimum gradients during each season are written
in each figure with occurrence DOY, time and PRN
number. Gaussian fitting curves are also plotted by red
line. Average satellite number for each 30-second epoch
is also written as ‘Ave. Sat’. Characteristics of seasonal
variation in S-N gradient are summarized as the bellows.
The center of Gaussian distribution was in negative
because absolute TEC was generally larger in the south

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: The data number of occurrence times divided for each magnitude of local spatial gradient in S-N direction
with an interval of 0.08 mm/km in 2001. Each figure of (a), (b), (c) and (d) represents the result for winter, spring,
summer and autumn, respectively. Note that data number was represented in ratio to total numbers in each season
with a log scale. Red lines represent results of Gaussian curve fitting.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: The same as Figure 8 except for local spatial gradient in W-E direction. Note that we corrected W-E gradient
so that seasonal averaging may be 0.
side than the northern. The deviation from Gaussian
fitting curve was large toward negative especially in
autumn. These results are consistent with equatorial
anomaly resulting in large TEC gradients toward south. In
summer, because of small TEC variation, the deviation
from Gaussian fitting curve was small and shape of
histogram was more symmetrical form than the other
seasons. The maximum of absolute S-N gradient was
calculated as 29.86 mm/km in summer.
The same analysis was performed for local spatial
gradient in W-E direction as shown in Figure 9. Note that
we corrected W-E gradient so that seasonal averaging
result may be 0 because of uncertain bias. Because the
deviation from Gaussian curve was more symmetrical
form than results in S-N direction, daily variations were
mainly represented in W-E gradient. Moreover, judging
from smaller seasonal variations in sigma of Gaussian
fitting curve in W-E gradient than S-N, local spatial
gradient resulting from daily TEC variation was generally
smaller than ones resulting from equatorial anomaly. The
maximum of absolute W-E gradient was calculated as
43.88 mm/km in spring.

RELATION OF LOCAL GRADIENT TO
IONOSPHERIC ACTIVITY
In this section, we examined relation of local spatial
gradient to ionospheric activity level. Figure 10 is the
same as Figure 7 except for the results in 2002 and 2003.

Figure 10: The same as Figure 7 except for the results
in 2002 (Top) and 2003 (Bottom).
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Figure 11: The same as Figure 8 (d) except for the
results in autumn of 2002 (Top) and 2003
(Bottom).
From Figure 7 and Figure 10, it is clearly recognized that
ionospheric activity level became weaker. We calculated
S-N gradient in autumn of 2002 and 2003 as shown in
Figure 11. With the passing of years, the center of
Gaussian fitting curve approached gradually 0 and sigma
of Gaussian fitting curve became smaller in comparison
between Figure 8 (d) and Figure 11. However, the
maximum and the minimum gradients were almost same.

Figure12: The same as Figure 8 (d) except for the
results in the Northern area (Top) and the Southern
area (Bottom) in Japan.
However, sigma of Gaussian fitting curve in the southern
area was not so large in comparison with the results in the
densest area against our expectation that equatorial
anomaly produced larger S-N gradient in lower latitude.
Although there is a path density problem as mentioned in
introduction, we are further going to investigate local
spatial gradient in the more southern area.

A LARGE GRADIENT EVENT
DEPENDENCY OF GRADIENT ON LATITUDE
We also investigated dependency of local spatial gradient
on latitude. Because general feature of seasonal variations
was the same as the results in the densest area, we here
show the result of only S-N gradient in autumn using slant
TEC datasets at S-N stations in the northern and the
southern area of Japan. We selected each S-N stations
within a horizontal range of 84.38 km and 51.37 km in the
northern and the southern area, respectively (See Figure
1).
Figure 12 shows S-N gradient in the northern and the
southern areas in autumn of 2001. From Figure 8 (d) and
Figure 12, sigma of Gaussian fitting curve in the northern
area was smallest. The both absolute of the maximum and
the minimum gradients were largest in the southern area.

Finally, we investigated a large spatial gradient event.
There were various TEC variations during such a period
when the maximum or minimum gradient was observed in
the above figures of local spatial gradient. We
investigated here a large spatial gradient event during
summer because it was expected that a sudden
ionospheric disturbance in quiet season would be more
clearly observed than in disturbance seasons. Figure 13
shows S-N and W-E gradients using slant TEC datasets at
the S-N and the W-E stations in the densest area in
summer of 2003. In this season, the maximum and
minimum gradients were observed on the same day of
July 16, 2003 (See also Table 2).
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Table 2: The maximum and minimum gradients in Figure 13
Direction
Max/Min gradient
Time
Satellite
Max. 24.10 mm/km 13:18 UT PRN16
S-N
Min. -21.17 mm/km 12:38 UT PRN16
W-E

Figure 13: S-N (Top) and W-E (Bottom) gradients
in summer of 2003 in the densest area. The
maximum and minimum gradients were observed
on the same day of July 16, 2003
Figure 15 shows TEC variation over Japan during 12:30 –
15:00 UT on July 16, 2003. Because a small TEC area,
which was plasma bubble with a TEC unit of about
several 10 lower than surroundings, moved from
southeast to northwest direction over the densest area,
negative gradients were firstly observed and positive
gradients were observed later. Although most of plasma
bubbles drift eastward, this plasma bubble drifted

PRN02

PRN25

PRN16

Figure 14: Satellite configuration at the eastern site
of the W-E stations (34.7N, 137.9E) in the densest
area during 12 - 15 UT on July 16, 2003.

Max.

28.07 mm/km

13:54 UT

PRN02

Min.

-23.85 mm/km

12:31 UT

PRN25

Figure 16: Ionospheric delay of PRN02 that was
observed at the W-E stations in the densest area
at 12:00 – 15:00 UT on July 16, 2003. Each black,
blue, orange and red line represents ionospheric
delay at the station from east to west in order.
westward. Electric field change caused by the disturbance
dynamo would cause this westward drift because there
was a moderate geomagnetic storm occurred on this day.
This geomagnetic storm also causes the occurrence of
plasma bubbles at midlatitudes where it does not appear
under the normal condition. On the next day, it was
confirmed that there were not any ionoshperic
disturbances and that TEC distribution over Japan was
almost homogeneous with a constant TEC unit of about
10.
Time series of ionospheric delay variations that were
observed at the W-E stations during this period were
shown in Figure 16. Note that each black, blue, orange
and red line represents ionospheric delay at the W-E
stations from east to west in order. The fact that sudden
variations were observed from the eastern site to the
western site in order was consistent with the moving of a
small TEC area. However, it seems that cycle-slip
processing at the western site was not so well. It is
necessary to verify whether cycle-slip processing was
well or not during such periods in order to improve
reliability of the maximum and the minimum gradient.
We are now going to improve it to investigate such a
sudden spatial and temporal gradients of ionospheric
delay.
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SUMMARY
We investigated characteristics of local-scale spatial
gradient in Japan that might influence GBAS using TEC
database of Kyoto University with a process to estimate
inter-frequency bias of each GEONET stations.

suggested that it is necessary to verify whether cycle-slip
processing was well or not during such periods in order to
improve reliability of the maximum and the minimum
gradient.
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Figure 15: TEC variation over Japan during 12:30 – 15:00 UT on July 16, 2003. A small TEC area moved from
southeast to northwest direction over the densest area. (Provided by ‘GPS-TEC database’ URL:
http://stegps.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/)
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